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To study the selectivity of neurons in primary visual cortex
to the orientation of visual stimuli, we have built a
detailed model considering neuronal populations distrib-
uted along the cortex and receiving a thalamic input
according to a classic pinwheel architecture. The model is
based on the refractory density (RD) approach developed
in [1,2] for a population of conductance-based adaptive
neurons, where "population" implies an infinite number
of similar neurons receiving a common input with an
implicit noise term that is distinct for each neuron. While
in its full form this type of model can be compared with
experimental intracellular recordings, for mathematical
analysis of the dynamics of feature selectivity the model
must undergo considerable reductions. To this end we
have constructed a hierarchy of reduced models, at one
extreme arriving at the classical firing-rate (FR) ring model
[3]. Specifically, we 1) simplify the conductance-based
adaptive and fast spiking neuron models to leaky inte-
grate-and-fire neurons, 2) approximate pinwheel architec-
ture by a ring, 3) replace realistic synaptic kinetics by
instantaneous kinetics, 4) reduce the number of neuronal
populations to one, 5) replace the refractory density
approach by the Kolmogorov-Fokker-Planck (KFP) equa-
tion describing voltage phase space, 6) substitute the KFP
by an artificial relaxation equation for the firing rate
driven by its stationary dependence on the input conduct-
ance and current (f-g-I-function), and 7) approximate the
f-g-I-function by a threshold linear f-I-curve, thus arriving

to the classical FR ring model as described in [3]. With the
appropriate analytical expressions we map the parameters
of the various models to the four parameters of the FR ring
model. We compare the behaviors of the models with the
parameter sets corresponding to different domains on a
two-parameter plane of the FR ring model corresponding
to the intracortical connection strengths. For a range of
parameter sets, the comparison shows a consistency for
steady-state solutions, whereas the models derived from
the probability density approach (RD and KFP) possess a
larger variety of solutions, similar to that of the FR ring
model with a delay [4]. We then compare the transient
solutions of the models when the stimulus orientation
changes abruptly. The transient behavior of the RD and
KFP-based models differs significantly from that of the FR
model, showing a faster reaction of the cortex. The results
of the comparison demonstrate that the constructed hier-
archy of models can serve as a useful instrument for fitting
mathematical models to experimental data, and their sub-
sequent analysis.
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